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RISAT-1 carries a C-band multi-mode Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) operating in Stripmap, ScanSAR and Sliding Spotlight modes and mainly caters to
civilian land applications related to agriculture, forestry and disaster management. Considering the
multi-resolution and multi-polarization requirements
of RISAT-1 SAR, on-board programmability and
flexibility in SAR payload as well as fairly autonomous operation have been major mission requirements. The necessary intelligence and sophistication
have been built into the on-board SAR subsystems to
fulfill these essential requirements, apart from intelligent control and coordination of active antenna of
RISAT-1 SAR payload.
The complexity and large size of on-board SAR
instrument have demanded a matching and equally
innovative approach for ground segment operations
for RISAT-1 mission. Since the launch of RISAT-1
satellite by PSLV-C19 flight on 26 April 2012, the satellite and SAR payload performances as well as mission and ground segment operations have been found
to be nominal and satisfactory. This article highlights
the features and achievements of various RISAT-1
ground segment systems and the activities carried out
during pre-launch, launch and Early Orbit Phase and
normal operating phases of RISAT-1 SAR mission,
data reception chain, quick look processing, offline
data product generation and dissemination chains.
Keywords: Mission operations, offline data processing
and dissemination, quick look processing, Synthetic
Aperture Radar.

Introduction
RISAT-1 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is India’s first
indigenous, active, antenna-based microwave radar sensor
in space. It is a C-band multi-mode spaceborne SAR with
different operating modes, viz. Stripmap, ScanSAR and
Sliding Spotlight and varying swath coverage of 10–
225 km with imaging resolution of 1–50 m. It meets all
the basic civilian applications like agriculture, vegetation,
forestry, flood mapping, disaster management, geology,
*For correspondence. (e-mail: vm@isac.gov.in)
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ocean applications, pollution monitoring, etc. and feeds
into the database for India’s national natural resource
management system1.
A multi-mode system like RISAT-1 SAR generates a
large and variable volume of data, in view of different
swath coverage and resolution modes. Block Adaptive
Quantizer (BAQ)-based SAR data compression and variable data rate formatting before SAR data transmission
through spacecraft X-band downlink add to the complexity
of subsequent ground processing chain. The unique approach of overall SAR payload control and coordination operations using a separate on-board radar Payload Controller
(PLC) has also resulted in the changes in the mission
Telecommand and Telemetry Segment which interfaces
with the On-Board Computer (OBC) and Bus Management Unit (BMU) of the spacecraft.
RISAT-1 satellite health maintenance and SAR payload operations are carried out from the Mission Operations Complex (MOX) of ISRO Telemetry, Tracking and
Command Network (ISTRAC), Bangalore, using various
mission computers and associated mission software and
communication links. The Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TTC) functions of the satellite in S-band are also
supported by a network of ground stations. The recently
operationalized Integrated Multi-mission Ground segment
for Earth Observation Satellites (IMGEOS) facility at
NRSC, Shadnagar, Hyderabad Complex carries out the
automated execution of entire ground-processing tasks
for RISAT-1 mission beginning with SAR payload programming, data acquisition and SAR signal and image
data processing (DP) to SAR raw data and data product
dissemination with fast turn-around times (TATs). Unlike
optical sensors, SAR image or data product generation
involves elaborate pre-processing of SAR raw data as
well as complex, two-dimensional radar-matched filtering
or focusing apart from other motion correction tasks, all
of which have been implemented and operationalized by
SIPA/SAC team. A Hardware Quick Look SAR Processor (HWQLP)/Near Real Time SAR Processor (NRTP)
has also been built by the MRSA/SAC team at Ahmedabad and installed at IMGEOS, NRSC, Shadnagar.
Considering the fact that RISAT-1 is the heaviest satellite launched by PSLV till date, elaborate and complex
ground segment systems and operations were put in place
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for successful operationalization of SAR payload. Starting from mission operations to SAR data product generation, many new systems and innovative techniques have
been developed and established specifically for RISAT-1
SAR. Thus, the complexity and large size of on-board
SAR instrument have demanded equally innovative and
challenging developments for ground segment operations
for RISAT-1 mission. Since the launch of RISAT-1 on 26
April 2012, the satellite and SAR payload performances as
well as mission and ground segment operations have been
found to be nominal and satisfactory. The sections below
give the details of various RISAT-1 ground segment activities related to mission operations and management as well
as data reception, processing and dissemination.

RISAT-1 mission planning and management
RISAT-1 has been a challenging mission to operate with
high power requirements of SAR payload, calling for
judicious battery and power bus management, thermal
management, high transmission data rates and the large
inertia of the satellite demanding manoeuvring capabilities on the control system supported by high torque reaction wheels apart from the other bus subsystems. Thus,
the mission planning and management involved many
new elements with the OBC providing extensive faulttolerant features pre-programmed in the on-board memory
and supplemented by additional software programmed
from the ground to provide safety features for in-orbit
operations besides taking care of the many observations
on the various subsystems of the satellite in the ground
check out and integration phase. The sections below detail the planning aspects for the mission, summary of
mission operations and performance analysis.

Orbit specifications
For RISAT-1 mission, a polar Sun-Synchronous Orbit at
536.38 km altitude with an inclination of 97.554° was
chosen considering the overall weight and power requirements, atomic oxygen effects on solar panels and thermal
materials, atmospheric drag and systematic coverage requirements of SAR payload. This orbital configuration
gives a repetivity cycle of 377 orbits in 25 days with a
local time of 6 a.m. at descending node and path-to-path
distance of 106 km, which ensures sufficient overlap for
contiguous swath even with the uncertainties due to attitude pointing and ground-track shifts. Global coverage
is achieved twice in the repetivity cycle, both by the
descending as well as ascending passes, as SAR is a
microwave payload with no illumination constraints.
A number of simulations had been carried out prior to
launch to ensure smooth conduct of the various mission
operations, performance of communication links and
network stations. Operational procedures were exhaus478

tively prepared to facilitate the end-to-end conduct of the
mission from lift-off to normalization of all subsystems
and commissioning of SAR payload in all its operational
modes. Each of these operations involved online performance evaluation of the system, sighting solutions and
their implementation. Contingency procedures were also
worked out in view of limited satellite-to-station visibility for operations. Activities spanning various work
centres called for extensive interfacing to ensure smooth
communication flow. The required network support
during various stages of the operations was worked out
for the commissioning phase qualifying them through
network simulations prior to launch. A dynamic ‘software
spacecraft simulator’, an important component in the
overall mission planning, was developed for testing and
validation of ground segment facilities (networks) and
operation procedure, training of operations personnel, etc.

Spacecraft initial phase operations
RISAT-1 satellite was launched on 26 April 2012 at 00 : 17 :
05 UT (05 : 47 h IST) from the Satish Dhawan Space
Centre (SDSC), Sriharikota launch pad. Immediately after
the spacecraft injection into its polar Sun-Synchronous
Orbit, the automatic deployment of solar panels and SAR
antenna deployments were carried out by the on-board
timers triggered by the launcher and the initial acquisition
was initiated over Troll ground station near South Pole
using the pre-loaded attitude Quaternions, followed by
three-axis attitude acquisition using ground commands.
When the negative pitch axis of the spacecraft was made
to point towards the Sun, the solar panels were rotated to
generate the power and Earth Sensor and digital Sun Sensors were switched ON. After the attitude convergence,
Earth acquisition with yaw capture mode was commanded
after confirming Earth presence signal. In orbit-2 over the
network visibilities from Svalbard, Lucknow, Bangalore,
Mauritius and Trolls, further activities for normalization
of the spacecraft were carried out. Wheels were switched
ON and run at nominal control speed (3500 rpm) to get
better dynamic friction estimation, which was subsequently
changed to recommended nominal 1500 rpm in orbit-3.
Both the star trackers were switched ON and normalized
to get star updates. GPS-based On-board Orbit Determination System (GOODS) was initialized after confirmation
of the Satellite Positioning System (SPS) tracking the
satellites. Thermal heaters and auto temperature control
limits were fine-tuned with respect to on-orbit configuration. After confirming star sensor updates, the spacecraft
was put in normal mode with star sensor in loop followed
later by star Kalman filter mode. The safety features
on-board the spacecraft – hardware safe mode, wheel
over-speed logic, spurious speed logic, auto reconfiguration logic for wheels, failure detection logic of solar array
drive, battery temperature control, etc. were enabled2.
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PSLV-C19 launcher was required to place RISAT-1 at
476 km altitude in view of the large mass of the satellite
(1858 kg). The final injection orbit achieved was 470 km
and had benign dispersions of about 6 km less in the
semi-major axis and an inclination of + 0.06° with respect
to the nominal injection parameters. A series (four) of
orbit manoeuvres by firing five thrusters for cumulative
1844.371 sec duration and utilizing 37 kg of on-board
fuel on the satellite ensured that the final mission orbit of
536.6 km with inclination 97.562° was achieved, as
planned, within the first two days after launch.

SAR payload commissioning
RISAT-1 SAR payload commissioning-related exercises
started from 29 April 2012 onwards after the mission
orbit of 536.6 km was reached. Unlike other satellites, for
the first time in RISAT-1, a single X-band carrier is being
used to transmit V and H polarization data in RHCP and
LHCP modes. Thus, systematic characterization of the
ground reception systems was carried out with data handling tests using RHCP mode alone in one pass, LHCP
mode alone in another pass and then both together in yet
another pass. SAR payload commissioning started in a
planned manner by operating the payload in Fine Resolution Stripmap-1 (FRS-1) mode with single beam operation and then Medium and Coarse Resolution ScanSAR
(MRS/CRS) modes with multiple beam operations. The
near beam(s) and far beam(s) energizing exercises were
conducted for various modes and their power profiles
were characterized in-orbit. About 27 test cases, including on-board calibration operations were exercised during
the in-orbit commissioning of SAR payload. Solid State
Recorder (SSR) was also commissioned with recording
and downloading of the PN sequence, followed by imaging
sessions that required SSR recording. The High Resolution Sliding Spotlight (HRS) mode will be characterized
within the next few months, due to various satellite
manoeuvring operations involved.

Eclipse operations
In RISAT-1, due to 6 a.m./6 p.m. Sun-Synchronous
536 km orbit, the orbital eclipse is only seasonal (2 May–
12 August) with maximum eclipse duration of about
22 min (around 23 June, when the Sun declination is
23.5°), unlike other IRS missions where eclipse is encountered in every orbit. Regular monitoring and management of solar array and battery resources, and thermal
control of on-board systems are carried out to match with
these variable eclipse periods and seasonal variations.
Daily uploading of the eclipse start time and duration to
the on-board systems is necessary for the initiation of
Solar Array Drive Assembly (SADA) auto capture in case
of panel non-tracking during sunlit period. During orbital
eclipse period, SAR payload (P/L) operation is avoided as
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the full load of the payload along with the mainframe is
required to be supported only by the battery. Similarly,
during the solar eclipse time (lunar shadow on Earth)
also, the SAR P/L operation is not planned. These operational disciplines are integrated in the P/L planning S/W
systems itself.

Special operations
After SAR payload commissioning through In-Orbit
Tests (IOTs), special operations for SAR payload calibration were also planned and executed. To perform external
calibrations of SAR payload, Amazon rainforests are
ideal sites apart from other sites identified at Shadnagar,
Nargoda, SAC–ISRO campus, Nalsarovar and Little Rann
of Kutch, Gujarat. Apart from this, RISAT-1 also participated in the oil-spill experiments organized by KSAT,
Norway. The on-board SSR was also tested in playback
mode before using TROMSO station near North Pole for
playback of SAR payload data.

Safety features
Any SAR payload operation in RISAT-1 requires the
support of both batteries and solar panels to meet its
overall power requirements. There are software-based
checks to ensure that the battery charge and solar power
generation are sufficient to meet the payload and satellite
operations. Based on the communication between SAR
PLC and OBC, SAR imaging is carried out only if the
health parameters of all the payload subsystems are fine.
OBC aborts the operation if any non-nominal condition is
observed in any of the payload or spacecraft elements.
Since the payload operations require biasing of the satellite, which is performed with wheels, momentum is
checked continuously to ensure that it is kept within operational limits. Remote programming to OBC through
ground commanding is carried out to trigger event-based
operations for many contingencies foreseen by system
analysis and actions for recovery are also pre-programmed.
OBC has features like Configurable Command Blocks
(CCBs) and event-based programming, where CCBs can
be programmed from the ground to execute any given set
of commands. In RISAT-1, CCBs were extensively used to
switchoff heaters during payload and switch them on
again after payload operation, for load management.
Event-based programming is also performed to keep battery charge within acceptable limits and switch off all
systems, except the minimum essential to keep up the
attitude and allow for battery charging.

RISAT-1 mission nominal operations and health
maintenance
The complexity of RISAT-1 mission entailed proper
planning, execution and critical monitoring of on-board
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Figure 1.

Organization of ground segment operations.

payload subsystems. RISAT-1 mission control and health
monitoring operations during pre-launch, Launch and
Early Orbit Phase (LEOP), initial and normal phases are
provided from the MOX, ISTRAC, Bangalore. Figure 1
shows the functional organization of RISAT-1 ground
segment operations. The ground elements participating in
the mission operations and their interfaces are checked
during the pre-launch simulation exercises. Mission scenario data recorded during RISAT-1 satellite integration
and testing at ground checkout were used as test data during simulations. The simulation exercises included
autonomous tests, data flow tests, integration tests and
full dress rehearsals. RISAT-1 satellite being the first of
its kind had many new elements to meet the high power
and high data rate requirements of SAR payload. The
satellite health monitoring included critical observation
and analysis of status and performance of these subsystem elements during various payload modes.
The analysis of launch trajectory revealed that there
was a requirement of station to fill the visibility gap
between Trivandrum and Mauritius. A TTC Transportable
Terminal (TT) at Rodrigues Island near Mauritius was
integrated, tested, transported and operationalized successfully for the RISAT-1 launch support. SHAR1 and
SHAR2 ground stations provided RISAT-1 satellite data
monitoring and command support during launch pad
operations. The transportable terminal (TT1) at Rodrigues
Island, Mauritius and TROLL station provided the LEOP
operations support during which the SNAP signal, auto
solar panel deployment and initiation of SAR antenna
deployment operations were monitored. TTC stations at
Bangalore, Lucknow, Mauritius, Biak and Svalbard provided the normal phase operations of the satellite. The
monitoring and control system (MCS) at ISTRAC Network Control Centre (INCC) also provides the remote
monitoring and control of all TTC ground station equipments.
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Figure 2 shows the TTC ground station configuration.
ISTRAC TTC stations are equipped with antenna subsystem with Transmit–Receive (TR) feed, TTC Processor
(TTCP), Station Computer (STC), and Monitor and Control System. The station is configured to support S-band
carrier reception with polarization diversity mode for
auto track and ranging functions. It receives both RCP
and LCP signals simultaneously and combines them optimally before data detection. ISTRAC communication
network provides the real-time voice/data/fax connectivity for the mission operations between the MOX,
Vehicle Control Centre, TTC stations, payload data
acquisition and DP centres. Communication is established
using satellite links, terrestrial links and dedicated fibre
links. The pre-launch, launch and initial phase operations
are supported from the Mission Control Room (MCR)
and Mission Analysis Room (MAR). The regular normal
phase operations are being supported from Dedicated
Mission Control Room (DMCR). Network communication software in conjunction with the dedicated communication links connects all the supporting TTC stations
through which the ISTRAC operations team also interfaces closely with the mission team, subsystem designers,
payload data acquisition and processing teams spread
across various ISRO work centres. Scheduling network
stations and spacecraft and payload operations is an
important activity in multi-mission environment. Flight
dynamics operations of the satellite include the orbit
determination using on-board SPS data, generation and
dissemination of orbital elements and orbit manoeuvre
planning.

Spacecraft configuration
The Attitude Orbit Control System for RISAT-1 is configured with the 4π Sun sensors, Magnetometers, Inertial
Reference Unit (IRU), Star Sensors, Earth Sensors,
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 104, NO. 4, 25 FEBRUARY 2013
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Figure 2.

Configuration of TTC ground station.

Digital Sun Sensor and Solar-panel Sun Sensor. All the
Sun Sensors, Star Sensors and Magnetometers provide
attitude information in the form of absolute attitude and
attitude errors. The 4π Sun Sensor is used for Sun-pointing
the spacecraft during the initial acquisition after injection
and in the safe mode attitude holding. Magnetometers are
used for updating the magnetic torquers, which in turn are
used for the desaturation of momentum of the wheels.
The star sensor is used as the prime attitude sensor for
attitude measurement. Orbit information on-board is derived from GPS receiver called SPS. Nominal attitude
control is through four reaction wheels with a capacity of
0.3 Nm torque and 50.0 NMS @ 4410 RPM mounted in a
tetrahedral configuration about pitch axis. The OBC contains the spacecraft control software as well as powerrelated safety logics. Its remote programming feature has
been extensively used for introducing additional on-board
software patches into it. Thermal control of spacecraft is
through 131 heaters operated in auto thermal control
mode with temperature limits as uplinked to the satellite.
Due to the 6 a.m./6 p.m. orbit of RISAT-1, the solar panels lie in orbit plane. Sun tracking solar panels are driven
by unified SADA for autonomous acquisition, sensor
close loop mode and profile mode. Through micro stepping of SADA, the periodic disturbance to the spacecraft
is minimized and the solar panels are also rotated along
the roll axis during payload operations. The OBC drives
SADA to track the amplitude and phase profile. The three
miniature gyros in the configuration drive the spacecraft
platform with frequent attitude updates from star sensors.
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The on-board computed azimuth and elevation of the
ground station with respect to on-board Phased Array Antenna (PAA) is used to download the data. PAA has a
Field-of-View (FOV) blockage of +15° to +165° in azimuth and elevation of 82.5–100° due to SAR antenna.
Through ground software, these blockage zones during
data transmission requirement are estimated and appropriately either real time or recording of imaging operation
is planned. The Basedband Data Handling (BDH) mode is
decided based on the payload data rate and selected prior to
imaging operation. SAR payload operations are controlled
through an on-board PLC. For every operation, the SAR
payload requires beam definition parameters, which are
stored in remote uplinkable locations of OBC and passed
onto PLC at pre-defined timelines. The on-board payload
sequencer complements the ground plan by providing the
necessary commands according to the time line for SAR
payload, attitude manoeuvre and control, solar panel offset
and tracking, handling of varying high rate payload data
and management of on-board SSR and X-band systems.
The payload sequencer is organized to carry out operations
in terms of sessions (max 128) and strips (max 16). A session is defined as the duration between nadir position to 36°
roll bias and again return to nadir position of the spacecraft3. Unlike earlier missions, the power generation pattern of RISAT-1 varies over an orbit with variable sun
aspect angle. Orbit average power estimations are used
while programming payload operations. To meet the high
power requirement, a set of thermal heaters is kept OFF
during payload operations. Pre-defined sequences in OBC
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are used for thermal management of Payload and Battery
heaters during payload operation to meet the overall
power requirements. Power safe logics are verified at the
start and during every payload operation. In case of any
power eventuality, automatic payload abort sequence is
initiated to switch OFF the payload.

Roll bias and attitude steering for zero Doppler
Since the SAR payload is a side-looking radar, there is a
roll bias requirement of ± 36° for left and right-looking
configuration. Also to nullify the Doppler due to Earth’s
rotation and the Doppler variations due to eccentricity of
the orbit and oblateness of Earth, yaw and pitch steering
of the spacecraft have to be performed. The necessary
steering coefficients and bias commands are uploaded to
the satellite through ground commanding. Both yaw and
pitch steering coefficients are computed on ground and
uplinked to the satellite. The residual Doppler (50–
150 Hz) can be estimated either from SAR raw data or
using spacecraft attitude data and corrected during processing.

SAR payload operations
RISAT-1 SAR payload operations are carried out using
the on-board payload sequencer by transmitting the
commands generated by the Command Sequence Generator (CSG) based on the Request file received from NRSC
Data Centre (NDC), Hyderabad by the Payload Programming System (PPS). PPS is a ground-based operational software system to efficiently plan user image
acquisition requests and generate spacecraft payload
sequencing commands for imaging the area of user
request. It also helps image maximum number of user
requested Areas of Interest (AOI) in pass-wise sequence,
by arranging the user requests in one orbit and optimally
using the spacecraft resources. PPS consists of several
modules, viz. Proposal Generator (PG), Clash Checker
(CC), Day-wise sequencer (Master Scheduler), Schedule
and Status Generator (SSG) and CSG. The various user
requirements for SAR P/L data acquisition are consolidated, prioritized and optimized for maximum number of
servicing in a day. Thus, PPS is utilized to generate the
P/L operations on a given day, including SSR recording
operations elsewhere in the world. These consolidated
P/L plan is sent to the Spacecraft Control Centre (SCC),
ISTRAC, Bangalore for command generation through
CSG system. CSG is responsible for the generation of
configuration and timing information and beam parameters for conducting SAR payload operations. SAR P/L
operation commands are up-linked one day in advance.
Thus, PPS and CSG are important components of the
Mission Management System (MMS).
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Health monitoring
The health monitoring and control of spacecraft constituents is carried out through telemetry analysis and associated tele-commands. Each of the telemetry sources has
been identified with a series of parameters and experts
monitor these parameters to analyse the overall spacecraft
health. Different techniques such as tabular display,
graphical display, alarms, pictorial and mimic representations in a single Graphical User Interface (GUI) window,
developed using Spacecraft Health Monitoring and Control Software (SCHEMACS) package, are utilized to present the spacecraft health parameters. For telemetry
processing in real-time and offline, SCHEMACS core is
organized into three loosely coupled layers of data acquisition, data processing and data presentation. The command generation and uplinking of these commands for
controlling the spacecraft are taken up by the command
chain. The chain has various elements like command file
creators, verifiers, data command converters, telecommand displays, etc. to carry out different functions at different levels. The offline chain carries out archival,
retrieval and presentation of data day-wise in offline
mode. Payload aux display developed on Linux gives the
overall picture of payload and active antenna (TR modules) health. Mimic display for SAR payload and SSR–
BDH chain gives the pictorial representation of connectivity, interfaces and their behaviour in real-time and
offline. Web technology-based solutions enable the
spacecraft health monitoring and analysis system usable
and interoperable over different operating systems. This
would also allow the spacecraft subsystem experts from
remote stations/centres to access the spacecraft health
data for analysis and operations with simple web browsers over the ISRO net. Figure 3 shows a snapshot of a
typical SCHEMACS screen display page and display of
health monitoring parameters as well as mimic displays.
Payload auxiliary data received through 2 Mbps data link
from HWQLP at Shadnagar, NRSC is also used to evaluate the overall performance of SAR active antenna during
built-in calibration and imaging operations.

Ground reception, processing and dissemination
system
The engineering challenges of acquiring and processing
radar data from SAR sensor are complex and demand
state-of-the-art high computing infrastructure. The Integrated IMGEOS implemented at NRSC, Shadnagar has
provided the right platform to facilitate RISAT-1 data
reception, processing and dissemination in an integrated
manner. The IMGEOS facilitated process re-engineering
of the entire data chain from payload programming to
data dissemination with an integrated multi-mission
approach and has consolidated data acquisition and
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 104, NO. 4, 25 FEBRUARY 2013
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Figure 3.

Typical RISAT-1 health monitoring and mimic displays.

processing systems with scalable architecture to cater to
current and future EO missions. It features a world-class
data centre with three-tier SAN, secured networks,
improved product accuracy, enhanced user services
through implementation of CRM and resolution-based
online data ordering and dissemination. RISAT-1 is implemented in IMGEOS architecture and operationalized
from the first day of data acquisition. The RISAT-1 systems configuration is worked out in accordance with the
IMGEOS objective of integrated automated process flow
from data reception to dissemination with combined
throughput of 1000 products/day and TAT of 1 h for an
emergency product and 24 h for a normal product.

Data Reception System
Data Reception System (DRS) comprises four 7.5 m
antenna systems with dual polarization configured in
multi-mission mode to track and receive data from any
remote sensing satellite. It is equipped with the state-ofthe-art bore-site facility for validating the data reception
chain both in local loop and radiation mode. Figure 4
shows one of the RISAT-1 DRS chains configured under
IMGEOS architecture. It comprises of Antenna and
Tracking Pedestal, Dual Polarized Feed and RF systems,
Digital Servo and Automation system, IF and Base-Band
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 104, NO. 4, 25 FEBRUARY 2013

system and Data Ingest System. The composite S/X feed
is dual circularly polarized in both S- and X-bands with
the capability to receive LHC and RHC polarized signals
simultaneously using frequency reuse technique. The
S-band Telemetry Data and Tracking signals are downconverted to 70 MHz IF. The down-converted X- and
S-band tracking IF signals are fed to a three-channel
Integrated Tracking System (ITS). The IF outputs from
first data down-converter (two carriers) and S-band data
IF are driven to the control room through a multi-core
optical fibre cable and fed through programmable IF
matrix to the second down-converter and then to high
data rate digital demodulator. The data and clock signals
from high rate digital demodulators are driven through
LVDS interface to the data ingest system for further processing and product generation.
The salient features of RISAT-1 DRS are as follows:
• 7.5 m Cassegrain antenna system with G/T of
32 dB/°K @ 5° EL.
• Simultaneous RHC and LHC polarized signal reception @ 8212.5 MHz with dual polarized S/X-band
composite Feed using the frequency reuse technique.
• Feed and front-end system realized single channel
mono pulse tracking.
• Two data reception chains at 720 MHz IF, each with
320 MHz bandwidth.
483
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Figure 4.

RISAT-1 data reception chain.

• X-band auto track either through RHCP or LHCP carrier.
• QPSK modulated RF carrier with 160 Mbps data rate
each in I and Q channels.
• Synthesized up/down converter with additional channels.
• IF link for transfer of high data rate modulated IF
spectrums.
• High data rate demodulators at 320 Mbps (I + Q) data
rate.
Figure 5 shows the software and hardware processing
chains for data product generation. The major constituents are described in the following sections.

Data Ingest System
It consists of PC servers with RAID for real-time data
ingest and PCI-Front-end Hardware (FEH) cards connected to the demodulators. SAR data are acquired in one
or two streams in real time, at 320 Mbps data rate for
each stream and archived stream-wise and channel-wise
onto RAID. The raw data are then transferred to SAN in
near-real time for level-O processing and product generation.

for subsequent access and pre-processing of data. The
browse images are automatically screened for quality with
a provision for manual certification before releasing to
internet for user access. The FRED data are stored onto
online data storage SAN for further processing.

Data processing
In the IMGEOS environment, the DP Schedulers are classified into optical, microwave and non-imaging categories. RISAT-1 products are routed to Microwave DP
scheduler. The DP servers of each category operate in
multi-mission mode for optimum resource utilization.
The data centre features state-of-the-art centralized threetier SAN storage configured with high reliability and
redundancy for consolidation of data of all the satellites
and to facilitate online data archival and retrieval. The
computer systems are connected to SAN by FC and gigabit ethernet for instant access and processing. The highend RISAT-1 systems with multi core and multi-CPU are
sized and configured keeping in view the complex processing, storage and throughput requirements. The standard products with UTM/WGS-84 are generated every
day for all the passes and archived in product archives as
off-the-shelf products in addition to the user-ordered
products.

Ancillary Data Processing
Workflow Manager
Ancillary Data Processing (ADP) system generates Ancillary Data Interface File (ADIF), Browse and Formatted
raw data (FRED). The ADIF is populated in the database
484

The Station Workflow Manager software provides centralized scheduling of all the antenna reception systems,
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Figure 5.

Configuration of software and hardware data ingest and processing systems.

event monitoring and control functions for station operations with appropriate interfaces for user order processing
systems. A centralized Event Monitor and Control (EMC)
is integrated in the production chain for monitoring all
the events.

Data dissemination and user services
All the processes involved in product generation are
automated right from online data ordering to data dissemination to user through FTP. The emergency products
are delivered within 1 h from the time of acquisition and
normal products within 24 h.

User Ordering Processing System
The services provided through User Ordering Processing
System (UOPS) are data browsing, ordering and future
collections. Browsing and ordering service is prerequisite information provided to the users for converting
the required AOI into scenes and checking the data availability for the required AOI. In case of RISAT-1, the
meta information is populated to enable the user to verify
coverage. The browse facility has been integrated with
data ordering and PPSs. Different browsing options based
on map, AOI, path and date are provided for data search.
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Payload programming
Payload programming system (PPS) caters to the user
needs and for optimized utilization of on-board and ground
resources. The requests for future data can be placed in
advance up to T-2 day (where T is the target day). All the
requests from the users move automatically to the pass
planning server. The clashes are resolved at PPS and
schedules are generated and sent to ISTRAC, Bangalore
for command up-linking. The data are acquired accordingly and provided to the user.

SAR off-line DP and products generation
The off-line operational DP for RISAT-1 SAR is carried
out at NRSC, Shadnagar in an IMGEOS environment on
six SMP nodes with each node having four 8 coremachines. The basic steps of SAR DP can be summarized
as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Block adaptive quantization decompression.
Correction for I and Q imbalance.
Doppler centroid estimation.
Range compression.
Range cell migration correction.
Azimuth compression.
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• Single-look complex or multi-look data generation.
• Slant range to ground range conversion.
• Geocoding.
Figure 6 shows the basic data flow diagram for SAR
processor. The request for data product generation is
ingested through Data Product work flow managers. Master and slave schedulers execute on separate hosts. Once a
work-order arrives, the software automatically routes it to
a free slave node and generates the outputs. The status of
work-orders, viz. running, suspended, aborted, scheduled,
error or completed for a particular scheduler session can
be known from GUI. The data products generation facility caters to Stripmap, ScanSAR and Spotlight imaging
modes of RISAT-1 satellite with the following productlevel specifications.

Raw Signal Products (level-0)
This product contains raw SAR echo data in complex inphase and quadrature signal (I and Q) format. The only
processing performed on the data is the stripping of the
downlink frame format, BAQ decoded (optional) and
re-assembly of the data into contiguous radar range lines.
Each range line of data is represented by one signal data
record in the RAW CEOS product. Auxiliary data
required for processing are also made available along
with echo data.

Geo-Tagged Products (level-1)
The image is geo-tagged using orbit and attitude data
from the satellite. This allows latitude and longitude
information to be calculated for each line in the image.
The earth geometry is assumed to be the standard ellipsoid.

Figure 6.
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RISAT data flow for SAR processor.

Each image line contains auxiliary information which
includes the latitude and longitude of the first, mid and
last pixels of the line. The raw radar signal data are processed to provide SAR image data pixels. The image pixel
data are represented by a series of CEOS processed data
records, each record containing one complete line of
pixels lying in the range dimension of the image. The
product can be obtained as slant range data (16 bit I and
16 bit Q) or ground range (16 bit) amplitude data. Additionally, an auxiliary file containing a dense grid of geolocations is associated along with the data file.

Terrain-corrected Geocoded Products (level-2)
This product contains terrain-corrected and geocoded
data. Provisions exist for UTM (default for systematic
pojection) and polyconic map projection. The pixel spacing in the product will depend on SAR operating mode,
number of looks and look angle. The options for product
formats are CEOS and GEOTIFF.
Figure 7 shows typical RISAT-I SAR data products for
various SAR operating modes.

Hardware quick look and near real-time SAR
processors
Considering the growing user demand and inevitable necessity of real or near-real time SAR DP, the design and
development of a HWQLP/NRTP was pursued as one of
the mission goals of RISAT-1 ground segment. The
HWQLP/NRTP has been built, to the extent possible,
using only Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) Digital
Signal Processor (DSP) and other hardware plug-in modules on a Compact PCI (cPCI) platform. Thus, the major
thrust for the HWQLP has been on working out multiDSP architecture and algorithm development and optimization. The HWQLP is currently installed at NRSC
Shadnagar, ground receive station with system configuration as shown in Figure 5, and is mainly used for data

Figure 7. RISAT-I data products for various SAR modes of operation.
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archival, SAR sensor performance evaluation and real/
near real-time browse product generation4.
RISAT-1 SAR image generation throughput requirements are of high order and involve BAQ data decompression, two-dimensional complex signal compression
based on radar matched filtering algorithms along both
the range and azimuth directions, as well as motion sensing and compensation tasks like Doppler Centroid
Estimation and AutoFocus. The two-dimensional SAR
processing tasks are performed by DSP boards and the
processed SAR images after mosaicing are displayed on
the monitor screen as well as stored on a suitable recording media.
The HWQLP/NRTP system is configured to operate in
the following modes:
(a) Quick Look Processor (QLP) and Data Archival
Mode: QLP mode is exercised during the satellite
pass over India. In this mode, RISAT-1 raw SAR
data available from the Ground segment FEH are
directly received by HWQLP and archived on dedicated JBOD/RAID recorder and SAR image generation is accomplished in real time.
(b) NRTP Mode: In this mode, the data archived during
the satellite pass are played back from the archival
system to NRTP at a slower rate. In this mode,
NRTP may utilize the ADIF/OAT files available
from the ground segment processing chain to generate precision SAR images.
(c) Payload Performance Evaluation (PPE) Mode: In
this mode, HWQLP/NRTP system is used to evaluate the performance of the RISAT-1 SAR payload,
operating in calibration (CAL) mode. The payload
performance evaluation includes data format verification, raw data statistics, antenna performance
evaluation, etc.
For FRS-1 Stripmap mode and MRS/CRS conventional
ScanSAR imaging modes, frequency domain rangeDoppler algorithm is employed in HWQLP/NRTP. Individual sub-swaths of MRS/CRS are processed by zeropadding in the burst gaps in azimuth direction and all the
bursts are processed at once using a full-aperture matched
filter. Therefore, the compression algorithm is similar to
that of continuous case and additionally includes scalloping removal and range mosaicing. SPECAN or Deramping algorithm is also being implemented in HWQLP/
NRTP for MRS/CRS and FRS-2, which is quad polarization and burst mode SAR imaging mode. Spotlight or
Sliding Spotlight SAR processing algorithm for HWQLP/
NRTP is a variant of the range-Doppler algorithm with
additional processing steps like time-domain bulk RCM
correction and reverse RCMC.
The overall HWQLP/NRTP system consists of two
units corresponding to V and H receive chains of RISAT1 SAR payload. Each HWQLP/NRTP system is configCURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 104, NO. 4, 25 FEBRUARY 2013

ured around a 16-slot cPCI chassis with a host SBC and
analog devices 112 TigerSHARC, TS201S processors.
Additionally, each HWQLP/NRTP has its own archival
system consisting of a cPCI recording blade along with 2
TByte JBOD/RAID-based disk array. HWQLP/NRTP
system caters to various RISAT-1 spacecraft data transmission modes, namely Real Time (RT) transmission
mode, stretch mode and SSR playback mode. SAR processing algorithm and other software utilities for HWQLP/
NRTP have been coded using VC++, Visual DSP++,
Matlab and DSP assembly language. One of the challenging aspects in the design and development of the
HWQLP/NRTP system is the development of real-time
DSP software for inter-processor communication between
processing modules without the use of any centralized
Real Time Operating System (RTOS). The HWQLP
software is a fully automated system wherein it automatically reads the pass schedule file and configures itself for
RT data archival and processing. Figure 8 shows a photograph of HWQLP/NRTP system at NRSC, Shadnagar and
some of the results of RISAT-1 SAR images generated
using this system.
As mentioned earlier, the other off-line application of
HWQLP/NRTP is for the evaluation of sensor performance of RISAT-1 SAR using calibration (CAL) mode
data. A GUI-based software package called ‘RISAT-1
SAR Payload Performance Evaluation (QLP/NRTP)’ in
VC++ has been designed and developed. This software
evaluates major auxiliary parameters related to SAR payload subsystems and spacecraft subsystems. It also measures the quality of video data received in each of the
receive chains and monitors the health and performance
of 288 pairs of TR modules used in the RISAT-1 SAR
active antenna by computing the gain and phase response
of each TR module. The in-orbit gain and phase response
of each TR module is then compared with the previously
stored ground reference. This software also generates
different TR module health information files which are
transferred from NRSC, Shadnagar over a dedicated link
(2 Mbps) to ISTRAC, Bangalore for further analysis at
the Mission Control Centre.

Conclusions
The ground segment operations for RISAT-1 SAR mission
are more complex and technologically challenging compared to any other previous earth observation missions
handled by ISRO. It comprises of handling the multimode high power, variable and high data rate microwave
SAR payload and management of spacecraft on-board
mainframe systems during variable eclipse periods. The
preparedness of mission operations planning, necessary
TTC and control centre hardware and the required mission
software ensured the smooth functioning of RISAT-1
during launch, initial phase and normal phase operations.
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Figure 8.
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RISAT-1 SAR HWQLP/NRTP system and results.
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The major challenge in this mission was the synchronized
and coordinated execution of the various tasks for
RISAT-1 SAR payload operation and the role of mission
planning, control and monitoring was therefore crucial.
This apart, realization and successful operation of dual
polarization high data rate (640 Mbps) reception links
and quick look real/near-real time and off-line SAR DP
chains, SAR payload programming, etc. have also been
significant achievements.
It is envisaged that these new technology developments
are significant steps in standardization of ground segment
and mission operations for ISRO’s future spaceborne
SAR missions like L-band SAR and X-band SAR. This
apart, the involvement of indigenous Indian industries in
some of these developments, has also been a significant
achievement, which will help ISRO in faster execution of
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such complex missions of similar complexity, nature and
volume.
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